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Children often like to imitate what they see on television. If your child would like to participate along with Miss Marnie, print out the activity pages in this document and have fun with them together. Once your child feels more comfortable and self-confident with our activity sheets, try creating your own or purchase similar items to encourage this new skill.
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The following pages are exact replications of activities that are demonstrated in our UPPERCASE video program:

1) P-Paint a picture  Try to encourage your child's imagination: paint a house, animal, car, etc.

2) S-Star to cut using scissors  If cutting with scissors is challenging for your child, try tearing paper. This is a great pre-scissor activity for young children.

3) T-Trace a tree

4) X – X marks the spot on a treasure map. Encourage your child to work through the maze, being careful to stay within the boundary lines.
Treasure Map